**FACT FILE**

**NAME:** ROGER FEDERER  
**BORN:** 1981  
**GRAND SLAMS:** 17  
**WEEKS AS WORLD NUMBER 1:** 302

**Volley Factfile**

**Volley Success Rate:** 74%  
**Approaches to Net:** 16% of play  
**Most Aggressive at Wimbledon with a Volley Success Rate of 78%**

**MOVING IN TO VOLLEY DEPENDING ON...**

Play a rally and record down when you decided to come to the net. Make your decision depending on where your opponent plays their shot.

Draw a circle where the last ball bounced before you moved in for your volley.

Inside that circle place a tick or a cross to indicate whether you won the point via the volley.

Once you have moved in on ten volleys work out your winning percentage by dividing your winning rallies by the total number (10) then multiplying by 100.

**IMPACT OF APPROACH**

Effective spin to move behind

**SUCCESS AFTER SERVICE BOX RETURN**
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**ANALYSIS FROM FEDERER v MURRAY 2015 (INFO FROM 10 VOLLEYS)**

**SUCCESS AFTER PLAYING INTO ZONE 4**

Zone 1: Finish

Zone 2: Aggressive

Zone 3: Neutral

Zone 4: Defensive

**SUCCESS AFTER PLAYING INTO ZONE 3**

**SUCCESS AFTER PLAYING INTO ZONE 2**

**SUCCESS AFTER PLAYING INTO ZONE 1**

You

**EFFECTIVE SPIN TO MOVE BEHIND**